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LinkedIn Says Data Scrape Suit Too Vague For Litigation
law360.com/articles/1413143

By Ethan Beberness

Law360 (August 16, 2021, 5:22 PM EDT) -- LinkedIn has asked a California federal judge to

toss a suit filed by data company 3Taps Inc. seeking court approval to scrape publicly

available data from the job search giant's site, arguing that there is no actual dispute at hand

for the court to litigate.

The dismissal bid, filed Friday, claims that 3Taps has not alleged that it has been harmed or

will be harmed by LinkedIn if it cannot proceed with its data collection. LinkedIn also asserts

that 3Taps' complaint "provides little" in the way of a description of its business activities and

intended use for collected data in its complaint.

"That vague assertion [of 3Taps' intentions] could mean anything from 3taps being a

specialized search engine to 3taps working with hackers to aggregate and supply data in the

name of 'security,'" LinkedIn says.

The complaint seeks legal protection only against actions taken by LinkedIn against 3Taps

under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act and cites a 2017 California federal court

decision allowing another data company, hiQ, to scrape and analyze LinkedIn users'

publicly available information.

3Taps, which bills itself as a company "using automated means to access and use publicly

available facts from the internet and using, or providing to others for use, those publicly

available facts in innovative and creative ways," has not provided any additional information

about how its business relates to LinkedIn, according to the motion.

LinkedIn also complains that 3Taps has not given LinkedIn clear information regarding

whether it will circumvent measures put in place by LinkedIn to prevent unauthorized data-

gathering. Without this information and additional details about 3Taps' scraping and

distribution strategies, LinkedIn says, 3Taps fails to show that there is any immediate

controversy for the parties to argue over.

3Taps' complaint, filed in 2018, has gone untouched by the data company ever since. Until

now, the suit has been subject to a series of stays requested by LinkedIn pending its appeal of

the 2017 decision at the Ninth Circuit. The appellate court upheld the decision against

LinkedIn in 2019.

The lack of amendments or supplements from 3Taps, LinkedIn says, is proof that the dispute

raised by the data company is actually meant to grant the data company an "impermissible

advisory opinion based on unalleged hypothetical facts."
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The company adds that the case is a "highly inefficient exercise" that, in addition to

addressing actions by 3Taps that are so far only hypothetical, also fails to address other

methods by which LinkedIn could retaliate against 3Taps.

3Taps launched the current suit after a California federal judge decided that data science

company hiQ Labs Inc. was not violating the Digital Millennium Copyright Act or the CFAA

by using bots to scrape publicly available data from LinkedIn. 3Taps seeks similar protection

from legal actions LinkedIn could potentially take against it for unauthorized data scrapes

under the CFAA.

Neither counsel nor representatives for either company responded to requests for comment.

3Taps is represented by Thomas V. Christopher of The Law Offices of Thomas V.

Christopher.

LinkedIn is represented by Annette L. Hurst, Daniel Denny Justice, Maria Nikolaevna

Sokova, Nathan D. Shaffer, Robert Luis Uriarte and Russell P. Cohen of Orrick Herrington &

Sutcliffe LLP and Jonathan Hugh Blavin, Marianna Yuling Mao and Nicholas Daniel Fram of

Munger Tolles & Olson LLP.

The case is 3Taps Inc. vs. LinkedIn Corp., case number 3:18-cv-00855, in the U.S. District

Court for the Central District of California.

--Additional reporting by Chris Villani and Ben Kochman. Editing by Ellen Johnson.
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